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ABSTRACT

Adownscaling approach is applied to future projection simulations from four CMIP5 global climatemodels
to investigate the response of the tropical cyclone (TC) climatology over the North Pacific basin to global
warming. Under the influence of the anthropogenic rise in greenhouse gases, TC-track density, power dis-
sipation, and TC genesis exhibit robust increasing trends over the North Pacific, especially over the central
subtropical Pacific region. The increase inNorth Pacific TCs is primarilymanifested as increases in the intense
and relatively weak TCs. Examination of storm duration also reveals that TCs over the North Pacific have
longer lifetimes under global warming.
Through a genesis potential index, the mechanistic contributions of various physical climate factors to the

simulated change in TC genesis are explored. More frequent TC genesis under global warming is mostly
attributable to the smaller vertical wind shear and greater potential intensity (primarily due to higher sea
surface temperature). In contrast, the effect of the saturation deficit of the free troposphere tends to suppress
TC genesis, and the change in large-scale vorticity plays a negligible role.

1. Introduction

The North Pacific is an important region of relatively
frequent tropical cyclones (TCs) (;40 TCs per year).
The extreme rainfall and strong winds associated with
TCs may influence shipping in the open ocean and cause
notable damage to coastal areas if TCs make landfall.

Given the possible catastrophic impact of TCs on man-
kind, the response of TC activity over the North Pacific
basin to anthropogenic global warming is naturally of
great societal interest and has been intensively analyzed
in numerous studies (Zhao and Held 2012; Emanuel
2013; Murakami et al. 2013; Knutson et al. 2015; Kossin
et al. 2016).
There are several approaches to investigating the re-

lationship between climate change and TCs. One rela-
tively straightforward approach is to analyze the future
projections of TC statistics as explicitly resolved within
the global model simulations. The current generation of
climate models has indeed been suggested to be capable
of simulating TCs (Zhao andHeld 2010;Murakami et al.
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